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Abstract 
This paper discusses the copyright Act of India in the context of 
digital libraries. The copyright Act prevents the unauthorized use of 
authors’ original work in India. With the current technological 
developments in Information Technology, information can be 
accessed easily. Current copyright law does not discuss about the 
digitization aspect – particularly its storage, use in the network 
environment and fair use in the digital environment. However to a 
great extent, the latest amendments of copyright act discuss about 
the computer software, piracy etc. This paper discusses the IT act, 
2000, Fair Use in electronic environment etc. It gives a brief idea to 
the readers about the copyright issues and its implications in the 
digital libraries. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of copyright originated with the slogan “To every cow her calf; therefore to 
every author his copy”, given by  Irish King Diarmid in 6th century A.D.  However copyright 
evolved as a result of the invention of printing which revolutionized the techniques of 
reproduction (4). Gradually new technology of communication and diffusion has grown up. 
New technology made possible easy copying of any original work. The concept behind 
copyright is that creators of literary works (authors, composers, artists) as well as those 
concerned with the circulation and transfer of knowledge such as publishers, broadcasters, 
producers of phonograms and films have rights of ownership in their works, and further, that 
those rights should be legally protected in order to prevent unlawful reproduction of their 
works. In the case of traditional books, the offset printings process and photostat machines 
had created problems for copyright protection.  
 
Internet and the digital revolution pose even more complex problems for copyright law. The 
three technological advances, namely, the digitization of information, networking and 
worldwide web have turned the economics of information upside down. Digitization of 
information has changed the economics of reproduction; networking has changed the 
economics of distribution, and the worldwide web has changed the economics of publication. 
In all the three cases the changes have been seen because costs have sunk to unimaginable 
levels. As a result, traditional assumptions about copyright law has to be rewritten. If the 
early law of copyright was predominantly concerned with piracy caused by printing press, 
modern copyright law is predominantly concerned with the ease with which copyright works 
can be replicated in the digital medium.  
 
2. WHAT IS COPYRIGHT? 
According to World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), copyright is defined as a 
legal term describing rights given to creators for their literary and artistic works (3). 
Copyright is a form of protection provided by the laws of any country to the authors of 
“original works of authorship,” including literary, dramatic, musical, artistic, and certain other 
intellectual works. This protection is available to both published and unpublished works. 
Copyright is a statutory term, defined in dictionary as “the exclusive legal right to the 
publication, sale etc. of a literary or artistic work”(2) 
 
2.1 Purpose of the Copyright System 
The purpose of the copyright system is two-fold (4):  
(i)  to encourage talented persons to produce creative works, and  
(ii)  to provide incentives for the dissemination of those works.  
 
The law of copyright was first concerned only with preventing the unlawful reproduction of 
books. It has developed in two directions, first by extending the subject matter of copyright 
and, secondly, by extending the classes of acts which constitute infringement. Before the 
advent of printing, the process of dissemination was slow. Hand-copying was the sole means 
of reproduction and it was not controlled. With the invention of printing, copyright law faced 
its first challenge. This challenge has continued to grow bigger and more baffling to face with 
the phenomenal advances made in printing technology and communication media, especially 
Internet technology made it possible to take unlimited printouts. These inventions have made 
it possible to replicate works in a number of ways not only in his own country but also be-
yond the boundaries of his country; thus there is a need for copyright protection on a 
worldwide scale. In the past there have been attempts, which led to the adoption of 
multilateral conventions for reciprocal protection, namely, the Berne Copyright Union (1886) 
and the Universal Copyright Convention (1952). 
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2.2. What Works are Protected? 
Copyright protects "original works of authorship" that are fixed in a tangible form of 
expression. Copyrightable works include the following categories (2):  
1.  Original literary works;  
2. musical works, including any accompanying works  
3. dramatic works, including any accompanying music  
4. pantomimes and choreographic works  
5. pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works  
6. motion pictures and other audiovisual works  
7. sound recordings  
8. architectural works  
 
These categories should be viewed broadly. For example, computer programs and most 
"compilations" may be registered as "literary works"; maps and architectural plans may be 
registered as "pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works." 
 
3. COPYRIGHT ACTS IN INDIA AND ABROAD 
The earliest statute in India relating to copyright is the Indian copyright Act of 1847(Act XX 
of 1847). It was passed by the Governor General of India on 18th December 1847 to confirm 
the applicability of the law obtained in England to India. In 1911, the law of copyright was 
codified in England  by copyright Act of 1911. This Act applied to all countries under British 
dominion, including India. The Governor General of India enacted the Indian Copyright Act 
of 1914 (Act III of 1914), till 1958. After India’s Independent in 1947, The Indian Copyright 
Act, 1957( 14 of 1957) was enacted which was amended in 1981, 1984, 1992, 1994 and 1999. 
The amendment in 1994 and 1999 to take care of the technological changes (4). However it 
still requires major amendments to deal with the challenges posed by Internet and the digital 
revolution. The US has adopted copyright-specific approach in dealing with service 
providers’ liability whereas certain European countries like Germany have adopted a 
comprehensive approach dealing with service providers liability for wrongdoings like 
defamation. The liability of services providers is required to be clearly spelt out as in the 
Digital Millennium Copyright Act, 1998 of USA. 
 
Copyright protection based on national law is effective within the country concerned ; such a 
law is not effective in other countries. It is only through international agreements that 
protection in foreign countries can be guaranteed. India is a signatory to both the international 
copyright conventions; i.e. the Berne Convention of 1886 and Universal Copyright 
Convention of 1952. Much credit goes to India for getting the 1971 Paris Act, which 
recognizes the needs of developing countries and given a special treatment for that. The 
Federation of Indian Publishers has Copyright Council, which organises training courses in 
copyright for the benefit of publishers and authors all over the country from time to time.  
 
4. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ACT, 2000 
The Department of Electronics (DoE) in July 1998 drafted the necessary bill. However, it 
could only be introduced in the House on December 16, 1999 (after a gap of almost one and a 
half years) when the new IT Ministry was formed (1). The fundamental approach of the Act is 
towards validating and legalising electronic and on-line transactions. Business transaction 
costs will be curtailed and transaction volumes will grow manifold which involve the use of 
alternatives to paper-based methods of communication and storage of information. This is to 
facilitate electronic filing of documents with the Government agencies. Computer and Cyber 
Crimes will hopefully be curbed and offenders will be strictly penalised. Policing these crimes 
is extremely necessary. At the same time the officers who are given full powers under the IT 
Act must also be educated in computers and Internet. This would help them in executing their 
powers effectively and efficiently (8).  
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Regulation of intellectual property rights, particularly copyright in the context of Internet is an 
ever-growing problem. The Act does not discuss the implications of any copyright violations 
over the Net. It has no provisions to penalise copyright infringers, commonly known as 
"pirates" for their activities over the Net. Internet piracy is a major problem and has not been 
tackled by this Act. No amendments have been proposed to the Copyright Act of India in this 
regard.  
 
This Act is not the end but only a beginning to a plethora of legislation that still needs to be 
formed. It leaves various issues untouched, some of them relating to intellectual property 
rights, data protection and taxation. No concrete regulations have also been formulated for 
cross border issues. These issues are of immense importance and the Parliament must speedily 
frame laws to govern them.  
 
5. SALIENT FEATURES OF INDIAN COPYRIGHT ACT 
The Copyright Act consists of 15 chapters.  
 
Chapter I contains the usual preliminary sections including the definitions. Some new rights 
also came to be recognized, with the result that some new terms have been incorporated and 
defined (7), (2).  
 
Chapter II establishes a copyright office under the control of the Registrar of Copyrights who, 
in turn, is required to act under the supervision and directions of the Central Government. It 
may be mentioned that the registration of a copyright is not compulsory or a pre-condition in 
India for acquiring a copyright or for enforcing the rights thereunder. A register  kept at the 
Copyright Office, in which the names of titles or works and the names and addresses of 
authors, publishers and owners of copyright are entered. The Copyright Board can examine 
the reasonableness of the charges or royalties claimed by a copyright society and to consider 
applications for the grant of licences for public performances of works etc. 
 
Chapters III to VI of the Act are really the heart and they deal with the meaning of a copyright 
and the works in which a copyright subsists, the ownership of a copyright and the rights of the 
owner (including on assignment of the copyright), the terms of the copyright and licences, etc. 
 
Section 13 of the Chapter III clearly states that copyright will subsist throughout India in 
literary, dramatic, musical and artistic works. Copyright also subsists in cinematograph films 
and sound recordings. The work must, however, be first published in India or the author of the 
work must be a citizen of India. What exactly is the meaning and scope of a copyright in 
respect of the above classes of works has been explained in Section 14 of the Chapter III. This 
includes, inter alia, reproduction, performance, communication, translation or adaptation of a 
work. Rental rights are also recognized as a part of the copyright in a work such as a 
cinematograph film or a computer programme. 
 
Chapter IV of the Act concerns itself with the ownership of a copyright and the rights of the 
owner. Subject to certain exceptions, the author of a work is the first owner of the copyright. 
The exceptions include proprietory rights in a magazine in which an article is first published 
or the commissioning of an artistic work or a work produced under a contract of service. In 
case of films, the copyright vests with the film producer. Similarly in cases of musical works 
recorded on phonograph record, the copyright vests with the manufacturer of the original 
master record from which other records are made. The owner of a copyright can assign his 
rights there under on terms and conditions set out in a written document.  
 
The term of a copyright is dealt with in Chapter V of the Act. Initially, the term was fixed at 
50 years but by an amendment to the Act with effect from 28th December, 1991, the period 
was increased to 60 years. In the case of a published literary, dramatic, musical and artistic 
work (other than a photograph) the period is reckoned from the beginning of the year after the 
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death of the author. In the case of a photograph, cinematograph film or a sound recording the 
period is reckoned from the year following the publication of the work. 
 
Chapter VI of the Copyright Act deals with licencing of the copyright. The owner of a 
copyright is entitled to grant any interest in the copyright by a licence given by him in 
writing. 
 
Chapter VII concerns itself with Copyright Societies which is a new concept so far as the 
Copyright Act is concerned in as much as prior to the amendment of the Act in 1994. 
 
Chapter VIII of the Act concerns itself with the rights of broadcasting organizations and of 
performers. This right subsists for 25 years beginning from the calendar year next following 
the year of broadcast. An amendment made in 1999 this right now subsists for 50 years from 
the beginning of the calendar year next following the year of performance. Both these rights 
are not absolute in as much as these rights are deemed not to be infringed if a recording of 
such a broadcast or performance is made for private use or for bona fide purposes such as 
research, teaching, or as news of current events etc. 
 
Chapter IX of the Act deals with a copyright obtained in a foreign country. The applicability 
of the Copyright Act to foreign works is reciprocal. Chapters X and XI of the Act deal with 
the registration and infringement of copyright while Chapters XII to XIV deal with civil 
remedies and criminal offences under the Act.  
 
In terms of Section 51 of the chapter XI, a copyright is said to be infringed when a person 
violates the exclusive right of the owner of a copyright without a licence having been granted 
to him to exploit the work commercially by way of sale or hire or distribution or exhibition. 
On the other hand, Section 52 of the Act provides that certain acts shall not constitute an 
infringement of copyright. While a large number of such exceptions have been mentioned, it 
may be useful to refer only to a few of them such as fair dealing in a literary, dramatic, 
musical or artistic work for the purposes of private use, criticism or review thereof; in respect 
of a computer programme, making copies there of or adaptation of the computer programme 
will not be an infringement of the copyright if the purpose is to utilize the programme for 
which it was supplied or to make back-up copies thereof for protection against loss or 
destruction or damage. Unauthorised hire and sale of copies of video films, cassette 
recordings for public performances and books is regarded as violation of Copyright Laws in 
India. Against such violations definite measures have been provided under the Indian 
Copyright Act as amended in 1984 and 1994. 
 
The civil remedies postulated by the Act are those of an injunction, damages, rendition of 
accounts, etc. The punishment for a criminal violation was, initially, punishable with 
imprisonment upto a period of one year or with fine or both but after piracy became a major 
problem, the period of imprisonment has been made a minimum of six months and it may 
extend upto three years. Similarly, a minimum fine of Rs.50,000/- can be imposed which may 
extend upto Rs.2,00,000/-.  
 
5.1. Form of Notice for Visually Perceptible Copies 
Copyright exists irrespective of registration. The use of © and the name of the author along 
with the year of publication is sufficient to create copyrights in the specified work. 
Registration, however, is prima-facie proof of work or the prospective owner of the copyright 
in any future work may grant any interest in the right by licence in written signed by him or 
by his agent to any other person. The notice for visually perceptible copies should contain all 
the following three elements (4): 
1. The symbol © (the letter C in a circle), or the word "Copyright," or the abbreviation 
"Copr."; and 
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2. The name of the owner of copyright in the work, or an abbreviation by which the name can 
be recognized, or a generally known alternative designation of the owner. 
Example: © 2002 Bibhuti Bhusan Sahoo 
 
The "C in a circle" notice is used only on "visually perceptible copies." Certain kinds of 
works--for example, musical, dramatic, and literary works--may be fixed not in "copies" but 
by means of sound in an audio recording. Since audio recordings such as audio tapes and 
phonograph disks are "phonorecords" and not "copies," the "C in a circle" notice is not used 
to indicate protection of the underlying musical, dramatic, or literary work that is recorded. 
 
6. FAIR DEALING 
Many people mistakenly refer the of multiple copies taken in libraries as  "fair dealing ". "Fair 
dealing" is a defence against a copyright infringement action. We use the term "fair dealing" 
that any copying activity that is permitted under the terms of the Act not to require permission 
from, or to pay fees to the copyright owner, irrespective of which Clause of the Act 
specifically applies. An individual can claim this defence so long as the copying was "fair" - 
in other words does not damage the legitimate commercial interests of the copyright owner, 
and so long as it was for one of several purposes, such as for research or private study.   
 
6.1. Limitations to Rights 
One can use any copyright materials without the permission of the copyright holder for the 
following reason (7): 
Ø Single copy for private, personal or non-commercial use – research and study 
Ø Teaching 
Ø Quotations 
Ø Criticism or review 
Ø Judicial proceedings 
 
In other instances, the limitation takes the form of a "compulsory license" under which certain 
limited uses of copyrighted works are permitted upon payment of specified royalties and 
compliance with statutory conditions.  
 
7. COPYRIGHT ISSUES IN DIGITAL LIBRARIES 
Information is increasingly being captured, processed and produced in digital form in recent 
times. Digital information can be copied at almost zero cost–at lightning speed, and without 
any loss of quality–making information available in digital form can be unattractive both for 
authors and distributors. A key problem in electronic publishing is that current legislation 
does not deal with the intricacies of computer-based, networked systems, resulting in many 
gray areas. In some cases, strict application of law in its current form can even result in 
severe restrictions that eliminate advantages brought by technology. Of course, it is possible 
to reinterpret existing law in its application to intellectual works in a digital networked 
environment. Organizations often lack the intellectual property rights and permissions to the 
materials they hold. Permission seeking for selected materials begins immediately after 
selection. One of the serious problem in creating digital libraries is to acquire copyright 
permissions. 
 
7.1. Fair Dealing in an Electronic Environment 
Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) and Publishers Association (PA) UK set up a 
working party to study the application of the fair dealing and library privilege permissions in 
digital environment. They published their guidelines for Fair Dealing in an Electronic 
Environment in 1998, which can be adopted in Indian context. Following are the “Fair use 
and Not fair use” instructions given by JISC and PA (9). 
 
7.1.1. Fair Use 
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Ø Any incidental copying to disk involved in the viewing of part or all of an electronic 
publication. 
Ø One accesses an electronic journal available on a Web site  or from university/library 
network  using the PC in his office. The browser automatically copies the article to 
his hard disk cache when he views the article. 
Ø It is fair dealing for an individual to print onto paper one copy of part of an electronic 
publication for research or private study. 
Ø A librarian can print onto paper one copy of part of an electronic publication at the 
request of an individual. 
Ø One can  accesses an electronic journal to which the library has a paid subscription, 
using an open access PC. He can print out a hard copy of the article for research or 
private study, assuming this is allowed by the license agreement.  
Ø The librarian should not give the user a print out of whole of an electronic book but 
can provide one chapter. 
Ø An individual can copy onto disk part of an electronic publication for permanent 
local electronic storage, where the disk is either a portable medium or a fixed 
medium accessible to only one user at a time but not for all of an electronic 
publication for permanent local electronic storage proper licensing is requires for it 
Ø One can’t download an entire electronic journal or an issue to his PC. It needs 
permission from the copyright owner. 
 
7.1.2. Not Fair 
Ø To scan the article into electronic form. It needs the permission, if granted, would 
cover whether the library could retain a copy permanently.  
Ø Transmit by computer network of the whole of an electronic publication for the 
purpose of permanent local electronic storage, reading on screen, and printing on 
individual request 
Ø All the articles of a conference proceedings transferred to a re-writeable CD-ROM 
disk in a CD-ROM drive attached to one’s computer so he can keep and read them at 
home.  
Ø To post part or all of an electronic publication on a network or WEB site open to the 
public. 
Ø To put an interesting group of journal articles up on the Department Web site for his 
colleagues to read. He must get permission of the copyright owners first. 
 
8. IFLA’s Views on Copyright in Digital Environment: 
In order to maintain a balance between the interest of the rights holders and users in the 
digital environment, IFLA has developed the following state of principles, which are as 
follows (3): 
1. In national copyright legislation, exceptions to copyright and related rights, 
allowed in the Berne Convention and endorsed by the World Intellectual Property 
Organisation (WIPO) treaties should be revised if necessary to ensure that 
permitted uses apply equally to information in electronic form and information in 
print. 
2.  For copying over and above these provisions there should be administratively 
simple payment schemes. 
3. For works  in digital format, without incurring a charge or seeking permission all 
users of a library should be able to: 
· browse publicly available copyright material 
· read, listen to, or view publicly marketed copyright material privately, on 
site or remotely,  
· copy, or have copied for them by library and information staff, a 
reasonable portion of a digital work in copyright for personal, educational 
or research use 
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4. Temporary or technical copies which are incidental to the use of copyright 
material should be excluded from the reproduction right. 
5. Providing access to a digital format of a protected work to a user for a legitimate 
purpose such as research or study should be permitted under copyright law. 
6.  The lending of published physical format digital materials (CD-ROMs) by 
libraries should not be restricted by legislation. 
7. Contractual provisions, for example, within licensing arrangements, should not 
override reasonable lending of electronic resources by library staff. 
8. Legislation should give libraries and archives permission to convert copyright 
protected materials into digital format for preservation and conservation related 
purposes. 
9. Legislation should also cover the legal deposits of electronic media. 
10. National copyright legislation should render invalid any terms of a license that 
restrict or override exceptions or limitations embodied in copyright law where the 
license  is established unilaterally by the rightholders without the opportunity for 
negotiation of the terms of the license by the user. 
11. National copyright laws should aim for a balance between the rights of copyrights 
owners to protect their interests through technical means and the rights of users to 
circumvent such measures for legitimate, non-infringing purposes. 
12. Copyright law should enunciate clear limitations on liability of third parties in 
circumstances where compliance cannot practically or reasonably be enforced. 
 
This can be appropriately adopted to digital environment. 
 
9. HOW TO PREVENT INFRINGEMENT IN DIGITAL 
ENVIRONMENT 
Following methods can be followed in order to prevent the unauthorized use of the digital 
information: 
When a librarian makes a copy on behalf of an individual, the practice of having the 
individual sign a form indicating the copy is for research or private study should continue. 
Such a form might be paper-based, or electronic, if reliable authentication tools are in place. 
 
A digital library can be protected by a password or the IP based authentication. Here the 
library user only can use the library collection. It restricts the unauthorized user for misuse of 
library. 
 
Watermarking may be sought as one solution. There is wide variety of software which can be 
used for Watermarking like Digimarc, SysCoP, Signun Technologies etc. there are software, 
which can change Watermarks, for example, StirMark.  
 
To protect the images, there is a software called SafeImage which uses JAVA. Technology 
and disables the save option of computer. This seems to be fantastic idea in sight. This is not a 
full-proof of method because whatever is browsed from computer stays in the cache and there 
are browsers which can browse the caches of computer like Mattihai’s explorer and thus 
document can be retrieved. 
 
When libraries scan and transmit copyright materials to each other under the fair dealing 
provisions, more than one copy of the material will exist at some stages of that process. This 
is an inevitable result of the technology, and so could not rationally be considered as a breach 
of copyright. However, for the process to fall within fair dealing there ought to be auto-
deletion of all electronic copies, except the one to be used by the individual for personal 
research and study, at the end of the PC-to-PC transmission process. 
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During the last couple of years the IPA, specially helped by the Association of American 
Publishers (AAP), have developed a system called Digital Object Identifier (DOI). The 
technocrats in India are also developing methodology by which firstly, copyright infringement 
can be checked and secondly, it can detect the source from where the infringement has 
originated.  
 
10. TRENDS IN SCHOLARLY PUBLICATION 
Today many preprint repositories have been made freely accessible to end users. Ideally the 
information should be easily accessible to the end users. The most important thing is that 
authors should be discouraged from thoughtlessly signing away their copyright to publishers. 
Authors should be encouraged where possible to retain their copyright by either submitting to 
journals that do not require sign-over or altering the copyright agreement to retain their 
copyright (or at least e-distribution rights). If this fails, author can be encouraged to invoke 
the ‘Harnad-Oppenheim’ strategy where a pre-print version of an article plus corrections 
(made as a result of referee comments) are deposited in an e-print server. All of this may 
require someone with a good knowledge of copyright being available to help. In physics, 
researchers still submit their work to journals even though they put it on arXiv an e-print 
achieve. Physicists do however also deposit pre-refereed versions of papers (pre-prints) on 
arXiv. Physics has a well established pre-print culture. But this is not the case with other 
disciplines (6).  
 
11. CONCLUSION 
Copyright is a serious problem for developing digital libraries. Indian Copyright act is silent 
about the copyright application in digital environment. In USA, Digital millennium copyright 
act has been interpreted in the context of digital libraries. For Indian context if one is going to 
design their digital library first he needs the permission from the copyright holder with some 
conditions, which is beneficial to the copyright holder. Copyright protects the copyrighted 
materials for certain period. After that period the public has to enjoy freely those intellectual 
material. Now in the case of India, we have a great reservoir of valuable literature handed 
down to us from ancient times, which is freely available. National Library should digitize all 
those documents, which are already coming under the public domain.  
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